1. **Name the major bodies of water shown on this map.** (Include their full name.)

2. **Name the rivers shown on this map.** (Include their full name.)

3. **Name the deserts shown on this map.** I need you to know 3 of them ... add the one that is missing. (Use the map we did as a class to help you compare and identify the one not already here)

4. **Why are there trade routes from the Nile River to the Mediterranean Sea? Explain why there are so many.** (Be sure to answer BOTH parts of this question!) (Complete sentences)
5. Why is there a trade route to a Mediterranean island? (In other words, why is it necessary to go there for trading?)
   (complete sentences)

6. Is it possible to get from the Mediterranean Sea to the Red Sea by water (without using land a land route)?

7. A map can only show so much, and sometimes we have to use your prior knowledge or other resources to help us “fill in the blanks”. If the trade routes were to continue southeast along the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, what body of water would it lead to? Use ( ) to identify where you specifically found this information.

8. How many places do trade routes intersect (count each of them). Why do they intersect, and why are there so many of them? (be sure to answer BOTH parts of this question!)
   (complete sentences)
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Why is it important for traders to be aware of the physical features around them? Which do you think would be the most helpful? Which do you think would be the most difficult?
   (be sure to answer ALL parts of this question!)
   (complete sentences)